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Abstract

This paper extends the Brander-Spencer (1985) model by considering market uncertainty,

exploring nonlinear policy, and examining ¯rms' choices of strategic variables. By investigating

the interrelationship between trade policy and market conduct, we ¯nd that unlike the often-

studied linear policy, a nonlinear policy can in°uence the domestic ¯rm's choice of strategic

variables and hence alter the market conduct in favor of the domestic country. Therefore, a

nonlinear policy proves strictly superior to a linear one.



1. Introduction

The literature of strategic trade policy has been °ourishing since the early 1980s. The general

idea underlying studies in this literature is the following: Because ¯rms earn positive rents

in imperfect competition, a government may adopt an appropriate trade policy to a®ect the

strategic interaction between domestic ¯rms and foreign rival ¯rms such that the domestic

¯rms' pro¯ts can be increased at the expense of the foreign ¯rms (in quantity competition)

or consumers (in price competition). Following this line, various optimal trade policies are

derived under di®erent assumptions about market conduct (i.e., type of market competition,

e.g., Cournot and Bertrand), product nature, and number of competitors.1 However, all existing

studies except Laussel (1992) share one shortcoming: Policies are linear and the optimal ones

are derived for given market conduct. In the spirit of the Lucas critique, we shall expect that a

¯rm's choice of strategic variables, price or quantity, could be a®ected by the trade policy per se,

and therefore the type of market conduct cannot be taken as unchanged.2 The purposes of the

present study are to examine nonlinear export policies when market conduct is endogenously

determined and to compare them with linear ones.

It is well known that the optimal strategic export policy varies depending on the type of

market conduct. In their seminal paper, Brander and Spencer (1985, BS hereafter) argue that

policies precommitted by a government could have strategic e®ects on export market competi-

tion. In particular, they ¯nd that if ¯rms compete in quantities, an export subsidy can shift

part of a foreign ¯rm's market share to a domestic ¯rm and therefore raise the national wel-

fare. Eaton and Grossman (1986), on the other hand, show that if ¯rms compete in prices, the

optimal policy is an export tax, which increases both the domestic and foreign ¯rms' pro¯ts

at the expense of consumers. In both cases, the optimal policies put the domestic ¯rm in the

Stackelberg leader's position vis-µa-vis the foreign ¯rm.

In a duopoly model with demand uncertainty, Klemperer and Meyer (1986, KM hereafter)

show that ¯rms are not indi®erent between quantity and price setting: The dominant strat-

egy is to choose quantity (price) if the cost curve is convex (concave). Therefore, depending

on the ¯rms' cost structures, the equilibrium market conduct could be Cournot, Bertrand, or

asymmetric competition (i.e., one sets a quantity while the other sets a price).

The present study extends the BS model by introducing demand uncertainty, exploring
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nonlinear policies, and examining ¯rms' choices of strategic variables. In particular, I propose

a nonlinear export subsidy scheme and demonstrate that this policy is strictly superior to the

often-studied linear scheme. The fundamental reason is quite simple. Both nonlinear and linear

schemes can place the domestic ¯rm in the Stackelberg leader's position given a particular

market conduct; but, in addition to that, the former can change the market conduct in favor

of the domestic ¯rm, giving the domestic ¯rm a strategic advantage in competition. Nonlinear

export policies, in which the subsidy per unit of export is not constant, are in fact practical.

An ad valorem subsidy can be viewed as a nonlinear speci¯c subsidy because when the former

is converted to the latter, the speci¯c subsidy rate varies as export volume changes.3 In the late

1980s, to encourage exports the Chinese government subsidized ¯rms by 3 yuan (about US$0.64

during that period) for every US$100 exports if their total exports were below a certain level

but, if above, they could receive 10 yuan (about US$2.13) for every US$100 exports (see Yu,

1992).

The paper most related to the present one is Laussel, who generalizes the BS model by

allowing ¯rms to choose supply functions. Optimal government intervention, then, is to induce

the ¯rms to choose steeper supply functions. By doing so, competition is softened and therefore

both the domestic and foreign ¯rms' pro¯ts are increased. Unlike Laussel, I focus on price and

quantity setting behaviour, and hence reach somewhat di®erent conclusions. In particular, a

nonlinear policy may give the domestic ¯rm a strategic advantage over the foreign ¯rm. The

supply function approach, however, adds °exibility not only to the domestic ¯rm but also to the

foreign ¯rm. Thus, the strategic advantage which could otherwise be obtained by the domestic

¯rm disappears in Laussel.4 Moreover, I consider nonconstant marginal costs and therefore am

able to link an optimal subsidy scheme to the cost structure, given a ¯xed degree of demand

uncertainty. In contrast, under constant marginal costs, Laussel stresses the link between an

optimal linear-quadratic schedule and the degree of uncertainty.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, I develop a model for analy-

sis. In Section 3, optimal linear and optimal quadratic schemes are derived, and by comparison

I reach the conclusion that the former is superior to the latter. Section 4 explores a more general

scheme, i.e., a linear-quadratic combination. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. The Model
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As in BS, there are two ¯rms, one domestic and one foreign, producing and selling di®erentiated

products to a third country. Unlike the earlier model, however, demand is uncertain. Moreover,

the domestic government, which is the only government assumed to be involved, is not con¯ned

to linear policies.

As in KM, demand is characterized by a linear system:

pi = a ¡ bqi ¡ dqj + ² i; j = H;F; i 6= j; a > 0; b ¸ d ¸ 0; (1)

where qH and qF denote the domestic and foreign ¯rms' output, respectively, pH and pF are the

corresponding prices, and ² stands for a random shock. E(²) = 0 and E(²2) = ¾2 > 0. (1) can

be rewritten in the following way:

pi = ® + °pj ¡ ¯qi + (1 ¡ °)²; i; j = H;F; i 6= j; (2)

where ® ´ a(b ¡ d)=b; ¯ ´ (b2 ¡ d2)=b; and ° ´ d=b.

Also assume that ¯rms have identical cost structures: C(q) = c1q+c2q
2=2; where 0 < c1 < a

and c2 can be positive or negative. Although my analysis is based on the assumption of linear

demand and linear-quadratic cost, it is not di±cult to see that the qualitative results obtained

shall remain valid in a more general setting.

The model can be viewed as a two-stage game. In the ¯rst stage, the domestic government

determines and announces its export subsidy, which is a function of the domestic ¯rm's output

(export). In particular, a policy takes the following form, called a linear-quadratic scheme,

S(qH) = s1qH + s2q
2
H=2: (3)

The next section, however, focuses on the two special cases of this general policy, i.e., a linear

scheme (when s2 = 0) and a quadratic scheme (when s1 = 0).

In the second stage, ¯rms make their decisions simultaneously. A decision is an ex anti

commitment to price or output. A commitment to price means that a ¯rm ¯xes its price prior

to demand uncertainty being resolved and then (i.e., after uncertainty is resolved) produces the

amount equal to the actual (ex post) demand. Similarly, when a ¯rm makes a commitment to

output, it produces a certain amount of output prior to demand uncertainty being resolved and

then sells all products at the price which clears the ex post market. In the ¯rst case, the ¯rm

chooses price as a strategic variable, while in the last case its strategic variable is quantity.
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Thus, given subsidy S(qH), the domestic ¯rm's pro¯t function is ¼H = pHqH ¡C(qH)+S(qH);

and the foreign ¯rm's is ¼F = pFqF ¡ C(qF ): The government selects a policy to maximize the

domestic country's expected welfare, which is equal to the domestic ¯rm's expected pro¯t net

subsidy: W = E[pHqH ¡ C(qH)]:

3. Linear vs. Quadratic Schemes

Our setting is similar to KM except the presence of a government in our model. In this section,

we ¯rst derive a useful result for the general linear-quadratic policy. The main part of this

section then is devoted to derivation and comparison of optimal linear and optimal quadratic

schemes. Analysis about the optimal linear-quadratic scheme will be conducted in Section 4.

Given the ¯rst-stage policy levels, s1 and s2, in the second stage each ¯rm maximizes its

pro¯t choosing a strategic variable and a value for the chosen variable simultaneously, based on

the conjecture that its rival's choices (i.e., for both the type of strategic variable and its value)

are constant. Thus, from the demand system we note that, given any action taken by the foreign

¯rm, the domestic ¯rm faces a residual demand:

pH = AH ¡ BHqH + ¸H²

where AH = a ¡ dqF , BH = b, and ¸H = 1 if the foreign ¯rm sets a quantity [from (1)], but

AH = ® + °pF , BH = ¯, and ¸H = (1 ¡ °) if the foreign ¯rm sets a price [from (2)]. The foreign

¯rm's residual demand, pF = AF ¡ BFqF + ¸F ²; is de¯ned in a similar way.

Now we state our ¯rst result. The proof is similar to that in KM. Lemma. Given export

policy S(qH) as de¯ned in (3),

(i) the domestic ¯rm's optimal choice is to set quantity (price) if c2 ¸ (<)s2;

(ii) the foreign ¯rm's optimal choice is to set quantity (price) if c2 ¸ (<)0.

The implications of Lemma 1 are straightforward. First, a ¯rm's optimal choice of strategic

variables is independent of its rival's choice. Second, a ¯rm selects a strategic variable according

to the slope of its perceived marginal cost (i.e., production cost net subsidy) curve. The intuition

behind this, as provided by KM, is that for convex (concave) costs, a ¯xed level of output is

more (less) attractive than a random level with the same mean.

What is new and more important here is that a nonlinear policy (i.e., s2 6= 0) can alter

the slope of the domestic ¯rm's perceived marginal cost curve and therefore a®ect the domestic
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¯rm's choice of strategic variables,5 but a linear scheme cannot. Later on we shall show that

such a di®erence makes a nonlinear scheme strictly superior to a linear one.

For later analysis, we derive here the domestic country's welfare:

W (s1; s2) = ©=2(2BH + c2 ¡ s2)
2 ¡ x¾2c2=2B2

H ; (4)

where © ´ [(AH ¡ c1)
2 ¡ s21](2BH + c2 ¡ s2) ¡ s2(AH ¡ c1 + s1)

2, x = 0 if c2 ¸ s2, and x = ¸2H if

c2 < s2. It is obtained by substituting the domestic ¯rm's optimal choice into W , given policy

parameters and the foreign ¯rm's choice.

Linear Scheme

Since a linear policy has no e®ect on either ¯rm's choice of strategic variables, the second-stage

market conduct simply depends on the slope of the marginal cost curve. We now investigate the

two possibilities: c2 ¸ 0 and c2 < 0.

(i): c2 ¸ 0. By Lemma 1, both ¯rms will set quantities and therefore the second-stage market

competition is characterized by a Cournot game. Thus, given s1, the domestic ¯rm chooses qH

to maximize its expected pro¯t E¼H , taking qF as constant. From the ¯rst-order condition we

get its reaction function qH = (a ¡ c1 + s1 ¡ dqF )=k; where k ´ 2b + c2. Similarly, the foreign

¯rm's reaction function is qF = (q ¡ c1 ¡ dqH)=k. Hence, given s1, the equilibrium quantities

are, letting z ´ (k ¡ d)(a ¡ c1),

q¤H = (z + ks1)=(k
2 ¡ d2) and q¤F = (z ¡ ds1)=(k2 ¡ d2): (5)

Thus, from (4), we obtain

W (s1) = [(a ¡ dq¤F ¡ c1)
2 ¡ s21]=2k; (6)

where q¤F is given in (5). Therefore, the optimal subsidy rate is

sc1 = d2z=k(k2 ¡ 2d2) > 0: (7)

(ii): c2 < 0. In this case, ¯rms set prices and hence the second-stage competition is a Bertrand

game. Given s1 and using (2), we can derive the equilibrium prices and then using (4), we obtain

W (s1) = [(® + °p¤2 ¡ c1)
2 ¡ s21]=2h ¡ (1 ¡ °)2¾2c2=2¯2; (8)
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where p¤F = [®(¯ + c2) + ¯c1]=D1 ¡ ¯°(¯ + c2)s1=D2; h ´ 2¯ + c2;D1 ´ h ¡ (¯ + c2)°; and

D2 ´ h2 ¡ (¯ + c2)
2°2. We assume ¯ + c2 > 0 to avoid downward sloping reaction curves in

Bertrand competition. The optimal subsidy is

sb1 = ¡¯°2(a ¡ c1)(1 ¡ °)(¯ + c2)D3=D4D5 < 0; (9)

where D3 ´ h + (¯ + c2)°; D4 ´ h ¡ (¯ + c2)°
2; and D5 ´ h2 ¡ (¯ + c2)°

2c2:

Quadratic Scheme

As in the linear case, we now derive the optimal quadratic scheme in two cases: upward sloping

and downward sloping marginal cost curves.

(i): c2 ¸ 0. According to Lemma 1, the foreign ¯rm will set a quantity. The domestic ¯rm's

choice, however, depends on s2. In the following analysis, we shall ¯rst divide all possible policy

levels into two regions such that in each region the domestic ¯rm's choice of strategic variables

remains unchanged. Then we derive the ¯rms' optimal responses within each region. Finally, to

obtain the optimal policy, we make a welfare comparison between these two regions.

Suppose that the government con¯nes its policy level to s2 · c2. By Lemma 1, the resulting

market conduct follows Cournot. Deriving and substituting the equilibrium quantities to the

welfare function (4) yields

W (s2) = (a ¡ c1 ¡ dq¤F )2(k ¡ 2s2)=2(k ¡ s2)
2 (10)

where q¤F = [z ¡ (a ¡ c1)s2]=[(k ¡ s2)k ¡ d2]: The government chooses s2 to maximize W (s2),

subject to s2 · c2. The optimal export subsidy rate is

sc2 =

½
d2=k if d2 · kc2
c2 otherwise.

(11)

Now suppose that the government's policy level is restricted to s2 > c2. Then the market

competition is characterized by an asymmetric game, with the domestic ¯rm setting a price and

the foreign ¯rm setting a quantity. We refer to this as (p,q) competition, where the ¯rst element

in the parenthesis stands for the domestic ¯rm's strategy and the second for the foreign ¯rm's

strategy. Similar to the derivation of Cournot-Nash and Bertrand-Nash equilibria, we calculate

the market equilibrium for (p,q) competition, p¤H and q¤F , and then substitute in (4) to obtain

W (s2) = (a ¡ c1 ¡ dq¤F )2(k ¡ 2s2)=2(k ¡ s2)
2 ¡ ¾2c2=2b2h2; (12)
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where q¤F = [z ¡ (a¡ c1)s2]=[(k ¡ s2)(k ¡ d°)¡ d2]. The government maximizes W (s2) by choice

of s2, subject to c2 < s2. The solution to this constrained maximization is

spq2 =

½
d2=(k ¡ d°) if d2 > (k ¡ d°)c2
c2 otherwise.

(13)

Now we are ready to compare the two local optimums. To make the comparison relevant

and interesting, we focus on their interior solutions. From (10) and (11), we obtain the welfare

in Cournot competition

W c
Q = z2=2k(k2 ¡ 2d2): (14)

Also (12) and (13) together give the welfare in (p,q) competition

W pq
Q = ! ¡ ¾2c2=2b2h2; (15)

where ! ´ (a ¡ c1)
2(k ¡ d ¡ d°)2=2(k ¡ d°)[k(k ¡ d°) ¡ 2d2]. Comparing W c

Q and W pq
Q yields

the following result.

Lemma 1. If c2 ¸ 0 and d2 · (2b + c2)c2, then W c
Q > W pq

Q . Thus, sc2 de¯ned in (11) is an

optimal quadratic policy for c2 ¸ 0 and therefore the equilibrium market conduct is Cournot

competition.

Proof. See Appendix (A).

Now we provide the intuition behind this result. It is well known in the strategic trade lit-

erature that an optimal strategic trade policy places the domestic ¯rm in a Stackelberg leader's

position vis-µa-vis the foreign ¯rm (see BS). Thus, in the following discussion, we could legiti-

mately treat the domestic ¯rm as a Stackelberg leader without the government. Also we ignore

the uncertainty element for the moment. In quantity competition, the foreign ¯rm faces the

residual demand: pF = a ¡ dqH ¡ bqF . However, in (p,q) competition, the residual demand is

pF = ® + °pH ¡ ¯qF . Note the foreign ¯rm has a °atter residual demand curve in (p,q) compe-

tition than in quantity competition since ¯ < b. It implies that the adverse e®ect of increasing

output by the foreign ¯rm on its own price is smaller in the case of (p,q) competition, and there-

fore the ¯rm will set a higher output level in (p,q) competition than in quantity competition.

Therefore, by setting quantity, the domestic ¯rm indirectly forces the foreign ¯rm to act less

aggressively (i.e., selling less to the market). This is the strategic advantage of quantity setting.6
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(ii): c2 < 0. By Lemma 1, the foreign ¯rm will set a price, but the domestic ¯rm's choice

depends on the policy level. As before, we should examine the two possible types of market

conduct separately.

If s2 > c2, the domestic ¯rm also sets a price and the second stage is a Bertrand game.

Consequently, the expected welfare function becomes

W (s2) = (® ¡ c1 + °p¤F )2(h ¡ 2s2)=2(h ¡ s2)
2 ¡ (1 ¡ °)2¾2c2=2¯2; (16)

where p¤F = [(®¯+®c2+¯c1)(D3¡s2)¡®°(¯+c2)s2]=[(h¡s2)D4+¯°2(¯+c2)]. The government

chooses s2 to maximize W (s2), subject to c2 < s2 < h, where the second inequality is imposed

to meet the second-order condition. The solution to this constrained maximization problem

de¯nes the policy level in Bertrand competition:

sb2 =

½
¡d°(b + c2 ¡ d°)=(k ¡ d°) if °2(1 ¡ °2) < ¡kc2=b2

c2 otherwise.
(17)

Now consider the case for s2 · c2. By Lemma 1, the second stage of the game is (q,p)

competition, i.e., the domestic ¯rm sets a quantity while the foreign ¯rm sets a price. The

expected welfare is

W (s2) = (® ¡ c1 + °p¤F )2(h ¡ 2s2)=2(h ¡ s2)
2; (18)

where p¤F = [(h¡s2)(ab+ac2+bc1)¡d(b+c2)(®¡c1)]=[k(h¡s2)+d°(b+c2)]: Then the optimal

export subsidy rate in (q,p) competition is

sqp2 =

½ ¡d2(b + c2)=bk if d2 ¸ ¡kbc2=(b + c2)
c2 otherwise.

(19)

From (16) and (17), we obtain the optimal welfare in Bertrand competition

W b
Q = ! ¡ (1 ¡ °)2¾2c2=2¯2: (20)

Let W qp
Q denote the optimal welfare in (q,p) competition, obtained from (18) and (19). We ¯nd

that it is identical in form to Qc
Q in (14). Through comparison [see Appendix (B)], we establish

the following result.

Lemma 2. If c2 < 0, d2 > ¡(2b + c2)bc2=(b + c2), and ¾ is not too large, then W qp
Q > W b

Q. The

optimal policy, sqp2 de¯ned in (19), induces the domestic ¯rm to choose quantity as its strategic

variable. As a result, the market conduct is (quantity, price) competition.
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As mentioned before (immediately after Lemma 2), the domestic country achieves a strategic

advantage by inducing the domestic ¯rm to use quantity setting. If, however, the marginal cost

curve is downward sloping, price setting has bene¯ts. Thus, there exists a trade-o® between

quantity setting and price setting. The restriction which Lemma 3 puts on the random shock is

critical for resolving the trade-o®. If the random shock is very big, price setting should dominate

the ¯rm's strategy.

(iii): Summary. Now we conclude from the above analysis.

Proposition 1. If d2 · (2b+ c2)c2 when c2 ¸ 0, or d2 > ¡(2b+ c2)bc2=(b+ c2) and ¾ is not too

big when c2 < 0, an optimal quadratic scheme will support the domestic ¯rm in choosing (when

c2 ¸ 0) or induce it to choose (when c2 < 0) quantity as the strategic variable. More speci¯cally,

an optimal quadratic scheme is S(qH) = s¤2q
2
H=2 where

s¤2 =

½
d2=(2b + c2) > 0 if c2 ¸ 0
¡d2(b + c2)=b(2b + c2) < 0 if c2 < 0:

(21)

The equilibrium market conduct is Cournot competition when c2 ¸ 0, and (quantity, price)

competition when c2 < 0. The domestic country's expected welfare under this scheme is

W ¤
Q = (a ¡ c1)

2(2b + c2 ¡ d)2=2(2b + c2)[(2b + c2)
2 ¡ 2d2): (22)

Proof. See Appendix (C).

It is worth stressing that while Lemma 1 indicates the government's ability to manipulate

the domestic ¯rm's choice of strategic variables, Proposition 1 shows the desire for such manip-

ulation.

Scheme Comparison

The maximum welfare under the quadratic scheme is given by (22) . In order to make welfare

comparison, we calculate the maximum welfare under the linear scheme.

Substituting q¤F given by (5) and sc1 de¯ned in (7) into (6) yields the maximum welfare under

the linear scheme for the case of c2 ¸ 0: W c
L = z2=2k(k2 ¡ 2d2), which is identical to W ¤

Q.

Despite their di®erences, the two policies generate the same welfare for the domestic country.

This is not surprising since ¯rms compete in quantities under both schemes and both schemes

induce the domestic ¯rm to choose the Stackelberg leader's output.
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Let W b
L denote the maximum welfare under the linear scheme when c2 < 0, which can be

obtained from (8) and (9). We can show that W b
L = W b

Q. Note, when c2 < 0; W ¤
Q = W qp

Q .

Thus, by Lemma 3 and Proposition 1, It follows that W ¤
Q > W b

L. That is, the quadratic scheme

generates higher welfare for the domestic country than the linear scheme. We now summarize

the above discussion. Let W ¤
L denote the maximum welfare under a linear scheme.

Proposition 2. Under the restrictions stated in Proposition 1, quadratic schemes are strictly

superior to linear schemes. More precisely, W ¤
Q > (=)W ¤

L when c2 < (¸)0.

When the strategic advantage of quantity setting prevails, a quadratic scheme enables the

domestic ¯rm to commit to setting quantities. A Linear scheme, in contrast, cannot alter the

curvature of the ¯rm's perceived marginal costs and so cannot induce the ¯rm to adopt a quantity

strategy. Due to this di®erence, a quadratic scheme is preferred to a linear one.

The superiority of a nonlinear scheme in Laussel is due to its ability to soften the market

competition, by inducing both the domestic and foreign ¯rm to choose steeper supply curves.

Although ¯rms in my model are less °exible (they choose price or quantity but not supply curve)

to adapt to the uncertain environment, a quadratic scheme gives the domestic ¯rm unique

°exibility in choosing price and quantity, and thus the domestic ¯rm can enjoy the strategic

advantage in the case of (quantity, price) competition, which puts the foreign ¯rm in the worst

situation (see Singh and Vives, 1984). This, however, never occurs in Laussel.

4. Linear-Quadratic Scheme

From the su±cient conditions stated in Propositions 1 and 2, we note that the superiority

of a quadratic scheme over a linear one rests on two conditions relating to the steepness of

marginal costs (c2) and the degree of demand uncertainty (¾). To understand the importance of

these conditions and how to relax them, let us ¯rst derive an optimal linear-quadratic scheme.

Theoretically, we can still use the method of backward induction to obtain the optimal policy.

Practically, however, this method is extremely di±cult. Alternatively, in the following analysis,

we ¯rst assume that in the absence of government, the domestic ¯rm is the Stackelberg leader

and the foreign ¯rm is the follower in all types of market competition; we then derive the leader's

optimal strategy; next, we come back to our original (simultaneous movement) game with the

government using linear-quadratic policy; ¯nally, by choosing the policy parameters such that
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the domestic ¯rm's strategy in the latter case coincides with that of the Stackelberg leader, we

obtain an optimal policy.7

In the absence of government, suppose the domestic ¯rm is a Stackelberg leader and sets

quantity, qH. If the foreign ¯rm sets quantity, its reaction function and expected pro¯t are,

respectively,

qF = (a ¡ c1 ¡ dqH)=k and E¼qqF = (a ¡ c1 ¡ dqH)2=2k: (23)

If, however, it sets price, the expected pro¯t is E¼qpF = E¼qqF ¡ c2¾
2=2b2:

Suppose the domestic ¯rm sets price, pH . Then if the foreign ¯rm sets quantity, its reaction

function and expected pro¯t are given by

qF = (® ¡ c1 + °pH)=h and E¼pqF = (® ¡ c1 + °pH)2=2h: (24)

But if it sets price, the expected pro¯t is E¼pqF = E¼pqF ¡ (1 ¡ °)2c2¾
2=2¯2:

Therefore, by comparison, the follower will set quantity if and only if c2 ¸ 0, independent of

the leader's choice.

Now we switch to consideration of the leader's decision. Suppose c2 ¸ 0. The domestic ¯rm

realizes that the foreign ¯rm's reaction is given by either (23) or (24). After some calculation,

we can obtain the domestic ¯rm's optimal expected pro¯t. If it chooses quantity, it will set

q¤H = (a ¡ c1)(k ¡ d)=(k2 ¡ 2d2); (25)

and the resulting pro¯t is identical to that given in (14). If it selects price, (15) is its pro¯t.

It immediately follows, from Lemma 2, that the leader will set quantity if c2 ¸ 0. This result

holds unconditionally.

Now suppose c2 < 0. By solving the leader's optimization problems, we note that if it sets

quantity, the formula is also given by (25) and the pro¯t is identical, in form, to that given in

(14), but if it sets price, the pro¯t is equal to that in (20). Thus, the leader will set quantity if

and only if ¾ is not too big (see the proof of Lemma 3). Note in particular that the constraint

on c2 in Lemma 3 is no longer required here.

We now turn to the case with policy. First, c2 ¸ 0. If s2 · c2, then it can be checked that the

domestic ¯rm's optimal choice in the second-stage game is to set q¤H = (z+ks1)=[k(k¡s2)¡d2],

which will be identical to (25) when

s1 = d2z=k(k2 ¡ 2d2) and s2 = 0: (26)
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Second, c2 < 0. If ¾ is not too big, the government should choose s2 · c2 so that the domestic

¯rm sets quantity. Routine calculation yields q¤H = (z + ks1)=[k(k ¡ s2) + d°(b + c2)], which is

equal to the Stackelberg leader's quantity, (25), when

s1 = z[k(d° ¡ c2) + d2]=k(k2 ¡ 2d2) and s2 = c2: (27)

We have established the following result.

Proposition 3. If c2 ¸ 0, (26) is an optimal linear-quadratic policy. If c2 < 0 and ¾ is not too

big, (27) is an optimal linear-quadratic policy. The domestic ¯rm sets quantity in both cases.

The sharp di®erence between Propositions 2 and 3 is the absence of restrictions on c2 in

the latter. Note, when quantity setting is desirable, any general optimal policy is required

to serve two purposes: (i) to induce the domestic ¯rm to set quantity, and (ii) to place the

¯rm in a Stackelberg leader's position. A linear policy can never be an optimal one when the

domestic ¯rm's strategic variable selection needs to be altered (i.e., when c2 < 0). Although

a pure quadratic scheme is able to a®ect the domestic ¯rm's choice of strategic variable, its

single policy parameter (s2) sometimes fails to achieve the two goals at the same time, i.e., the

level required to put the domestic ¯rm in the leader's position may be too high to keep the

¯rm from switching to price setting (i.e., s2 > c2), or the constraint on s2 to maintain quantity

setting may make the policy level insu±cient to achieve the second goal. Such a con°ict does not

exist in a linear-quadratic scheme since it has two policy parameters, each assuming di®erent

responsibilities. The linear part (s1) helps serve the second purpose while the quadratic part

(s2) is only responsible for the ¯rst task.

Both propositions impose conditions on ¾. This is because when uncertainty is high, the

bene¯t from having a ¯xed price outweighs the strategic advantage of quantity setting.

5. Conclusion

When demand uncertainty and nonconstant marginal costs are present in a model of interna-

tional duopoly, ¯rms have strict preferences in the choice of strategic variables, namely quantity

and price. A nonlinear policy can in°uence the domestic ¯rm's preference and thereby can shift

the equilibrium market conduct in favor of the domestic country. The often-studied linear policy

lacks such capability, and is, therefore, strictly inferior to a nonlinear policy.
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The present study can be extended to consider the case in which the government of the

importing country attempts to protect its consumers via its trade policies. Although the existing

literature on optimal import policy is sizable, our approach would be very di®erent. We are

interested in an import policy which has the ability to in°uence the exporters' strategic variable

selection. This issue is important as consumers are a®ected di®erently by di®erent types of

competition among exporters.

Appendix

A. Proof of Lemma 2 :

Let d1 ´
p

(k ¡ d°)c2 and d2 ´ p
kc2. If the domestic ¯rm sets price regardless of s2, then

the optimal welfare, denoted as W pq
u , is equal to that given in (15) even for d · d1. Thus,

W pq
u ¸ W pq

Q for d · d1 since W pq
u is an unconstrained optimum while W pq

Q is a constrained one.

Note W pq
u = W pq

Q for d > d1. It remains to show W c
Q > W pq

u .

De¯ne g(y) = (k ¡ d ¡ y)2=(k ¡ y)[k(k ¡ y) ¡ 2d2] for y · d. Then, W c
Q ¡ W pq

u > (a ¡
c1)

2[g(0) ¡ g(d°)]=2. Since @g(y)=@y < 0, g(0) > g(d°). The result follows. 2

B. Proof of Lemma 3 :

The proof is the same as that of Lemma 2. Because W b
Q equals ! plus a positive term while

W pq
Q equals ! plus a negative term, the condition that ¾ is not too big is necessary here but not

in Lemma 2. 2

C. Proof of Proposition 1 :

(21) is an immediate result of Lemmas 2 and 3, (11), and (19). (22) follows from (14) and that

W qp
Q is identical to W c

Q in form. 2
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Endnotes

1. For a literature survey, see Helpman and Krugman (1989) among others.

2. Although in the empirical study of optimal trade and industrial policies for the US au-

tomobile industry Dixit (1988) has expressed the concern that equilibrium conjecture variations

might be functions of trade policies, he did not take this approach in his analysis.

3. S = (1 + s)pq, where p and q are price and volume of export, is an ad valorem subsidy

policy. In this case, the speci¯c subsidy rate is (1 + s)p, which is a function of q.

4. The (quantity, price) competition, which puts the domestic ¯rm in the best strategic

position, is a possible result in the present model but never a case in Laussel.

5. In Laussel, supply functions are strategic complements and the domestic government's

policy in°uences the slope of both ¯rms' supply functions. In our model, however, government

policy is incapable of a®ecting the foreign ¯rm's strategy choice.

6. Such a strategic advantage has also been identi¯ed by Singh and Vives (1984) in their

two-stage game, in which each ¯rm commits to a strategy in the ¯rst stage and then, in the

second stage, sets a value for the chosen strategic variable.

7. This has been suggested by the referee.
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